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2a. Summary
The Kleene theorem [31] establishes the link between regular expressions and nite automata.
Brzozowszki [17] described the construction of an automaton from an expression on the basis
of a calculus of derivatives. Rutten [49] used this result for the formulation of a coalgebraic
calculus, in which equality of expressions is proved by coinduction. Recently, similar coinductive
calculi and Kleene's theorems have been developed for many other types of automata, namely:
(i) Mealy automaton [14]: There was still no formal language of expressions, let alone a Kleene
theorem; (ii) Kleene algebras with tests (KAT) [37]: the contribution here is a new and ecient
coinductive proof principle and (iii) automata for so-called Kripke-polynomial functors [15, 16]:
here coinductive calculi are derived from the type (functor) of the automata.
These developments give rise to further research, on which we want to focus in this project:
(G1) extend the method to include also quantitative systems so to describe weighted and proba-
bilistic automata; (G2) to expand the method so to derive (in a canonical way) axiom systems for
process languages specied by structural operational semantics [58]; (G3) to develop and imple-
ment ecient coinductieve techniques for this calculi, in particular for Mealy machines and KAT;
(G4) to develop tools for these techniques, using Coq and Circ [38, 39].
The combined expertise of the research groups at LIACS and CWI is further strengthened by
the involvement of Prof. D. Kozen (who formulated KAT [34]) and Prof. G. Rosu and D. Lucanu
(developers of Circ [38, 39]).
2b. Abstract for laymen (in Dutch)
De stelling van Kleene [31] legt een verband tussen reguliere expressies en eindige automaten.
Brzozowszki [17] beschreef de constructie van een automaat uit een expressie aan de hand van
een calculus van derivatives. Rutten [49] gebruikte dit voor de formulering van een coalgebraische
1calculus, waarin gelijkheid van expressies wordt bewezen middels coinductie. Recentelijk zijn
soortgelijke coinductieve calculi en Kleene stellingen ontwikkeld voor tal van andere situaties,
namelijk: (i) Mealy automaten [14]: hiervoor bestond nog geen formele taal van expressies, laat
staan een Kleene stelling; (ii) Kleene algebras met tests (KAT) [37]: de bijdrage hier is een
nieuw en ecient coinductief bewijsprincipe; en (iii) automaten van zogeheten Kripke-polynomiale
functoren [15, 16]: hier worden coinductieve calculi afgeleid van alleen het (functor) type van de
automaten.
Bovenstaande ontwikkelingen geven aanleiding tot een aantal verdere onderzoeksvragen, waarop
we ons in dit project willen richten: (G1) het uitbreiden van de methode om ook quantitatieve
systemen te beschrijven, waaronder weighted en probabilistische systemen; (G2) het uitbreiden
van de methode met (canoniek af te leiden) axioma-systemen voor een uitgebreide process taal
gespecicieert door structurele operationele semantiek [58]; (G3) het ontwikkelen en toepassen
van eciente coinductieve technieken voor deze calculi, i.h.b. voor Mealy automaten en KAT;
(G4) het ontwikkelen van tools voor deze technieken, gebruikmakend van Coq en Circ [38, 39].
De gecombineerde expertise van de onderzoeksgroepen van LIACS en CWI wordt verder ver-
sterkt door de betrokkenheid van Prof. D. Kozen (bedenker van KAT [34]) en van Prof. G. Rosu
en D. Lucanu (uitvinders van Circ [38, 39]).
3 Classication
The CoRE project ts within the NOAG-ict 2005-2010 in the theme Methods for the design and
building of ICT systems under the key ICT-disciplines: Circuits and Systems, Design Automation,
Software Engineering.
4. Composition of the Research Team
Table 1 shows the composition of the team directly involved in the CoRE project. The requested
personnel funding pays for two PhD students. Other/internal projects cover the personnel costs
of the other team members.
Name Institute Expertise Area Estimated Eort
Prof.Dr. J. Rutten CWI, VU Coalgebra, semantics, formal methods (8 hrs/week)
Dr. M.M. Bonsangue LIACS, CWI Logic, semantics, coalgebra, testing (8 hrs/week)
Dr. M. Niqui CWI Theorem proving, coalgebra, functional
programming
(8 hrs/week)
Prof.Dr. F. de Boer LIACS, CWI Formal models, Hoare Logic, testing (4 hrs/week)
Dr. H. Kleijn LIACS Formal models, automata theory (4 hrs/week)
Prof.Dr. D. Kozen Cornell Univer-
sity, US
Automata theory, algebra n.a.
Prof.Dr. G. Rosu University of Illi-
nois at Urbana-
Champaign, US
Logic, hidden algebra, theorem proving n.a.
Prof.Dr. D. Lucanu Alexandru Ioan
Cuza University,
RO
Logic, hidden algebra, theorem proving n.a.
PhD student-1 Vacancy LIACS Full Time (4 years)
PhD student-2 Vacancy CWI Full Time (4 years)
Table 1: Composition of the research team
One of two PhD students will be appointed at LIACS, in Leiden, working in the Foundations of
Software Technology cluster (FaST). The other PhD student will be appointed at the CWI, in
Amsterdam, and will work in the Coordination Languages group (SEN3) at CWI. Prof. Rutten
will serve as the ocial doctoral advisers/promoters for the two PhD students. Dr. Bonsangue,
and Dr. Niqui will provide daily supervision.
2The strengthening of the team with the international participation of Prof. Kozen, Prof. Rosu,
and Prof. Lucanu will generate a comprehensive synergy between the dierent domains of expertise
on coalgebra, automata theory, algebra, and theorem proving.
5. Research School
The research team operates within the research schools Institute for Programming research and
Algorithmics (IPA) and Advanced School for Computing and Imaging (ASCI).
6a. Description of the Proposed Research
Regular expressions and nite automata are two of the basic concepts in computer science (see
for instance [33, 26]) which are taught in every basic course on computing. They are two dierent
representations of regular languages. While nite automata give an operational description of the
language recognized in terms of transitions between states, regular expressions describe languages
algebraically, oering a declarative way of specifying the strings belonging to the language. The
connection between these two formalisms is made explicit in Kleenes theorem [31], one of the cor-
nerstones of theoretical computer science, that states the correspondence of languages recognized
by nite automata and those represented by regular expressions.
One of the charming aspects of the theory or regular expression is its formal resemblance to the
dierential calculus of analysis. Brzozowski [17] developed this point of view, by explicitly dening
the notion of partial derivatives for regular expressions. The basic concept is the following: regular
expressions denote languages, and the derivative of an expression e with respect to an alphabet
symbol a is the expression representing the tails of the words denoted by e which begin with the
letter a.
Another elegant aspect of regular expression is their algebra [32]. To be precise, the set of
equations governing the relationship between regular expressions ease the reasoning about the
certain aspects of the automaton that they represent. This entails that composing or simplifying
automata is tantamount to the algebraic manipulation of their corresponding regular expression.
Complementing the algebraic view on regular expressions and deterministic automata, a coalge-
braic perspective on this topic was introduced by Rutten [49, 51, 50] who exploited the automaton
structure on regular expressions introduced by Brzozowski [17] for proving equalities of regular
expressions via coinduction (using bisimulations).
Deterministic automata constitute just an example of dynamical systems viewed as coalge-
bras [51]. More generally, a coalgebra for an endofunctor T on Set (the type of the system) is a
pair (S;f) consisting of a set S of states and a transition function f : S ! TS. Other important
examples of coalgebras are Mealy machines [24, 14], automata on guarded strings [37], labelled
transition systems [51], weighted automata [50, 54], probabilistic systems [9], and so on.
Research Questions and Goals
One of the major challenges in computer science is the development of techniques for eectively
establishing properties of the behavior of dynamical systems. Often the behavior is specied in
terms of operational rules that are subject to some equivalence capturing what is observable from
the environment. The theory of coalgebras [51] has emerged as a unied framework for describing
this type of observable behavior, yielding instantiated results for a large variety of systems out of
a single generic result.
Rutten's description of Brzozowski view in a coalgebraic framework [49], has been the basis
for an extension of the theory of regular expressions for nite automata to more general coalge-
bras [14, 37, 15, 16]: both the language of expressions, the generalized Kleenes theorem and the
axiomatization are derived in a modular fashion, from the functor dening the type of the system.
The treatment includes a new denition of the Brzozowski's derivative for Mealy machine [14],
automata for Kleene algebra with tests [37], and, more generally, for coalgebras of so-called Kripke
3polynomial functors [15, 16]. The notion of derivative is essential to the coinduction proof principle
in this context, and can be used to establish equivalence of expressions. This gives an alterna-
tive to equational proofs using axiomatization [32, 34, 6] or by model minimization [11]. The
coalgebraic approach provide a more natural mechanism which makes possible to generate proofs
purely mechanically via repeated application of the derivative, whereas classical equational logic
"requires creativity" [19]. The ability to generate equivalence proofs automatically has important
implications, as it can be used eectively to design the correct behaviour of realistic interacting
programs and systems.
A coinductive formalization of regular expressions can be used as a tool for symbolic compu-
tation and verication and it is geared towards automated theorem proving. However, an appro-
priate development of a theoretical foundation for the verication of system properties within the
combined algebraic/coalgebraic setting of regular expressions has not been fully elaborated yet.
We expect that the coinductive calculi for regular expressions described above constitute an
approach which also applies to many more computational models. After all, the regular expressions
considered in [14, 15, 16] are extremely elementary, and capture only a very limited form of
"qualitative" computations, not being able to deal with quantitative concepts like time, weights,
costs or probabilities.
The main goal of the CoRE project is to further instantiate, elaborate and extend coinductive
calculi for regular behaviors. Without striving for the highest level of generality, we will investi-
gate how those calculi can be eectively used for automatic verication of programs and systems
specications. The new approach will be an alternative at the actual fully automated methods
based on model-checking and static analysis of programs, as it will combine the power of both
algebraic and coalgebraic techniques.
Our approach to automatic coinductive calculi for the specication and analysis of the behavior
of systems is structured by the following four correlated goals.
G1: Coinductive calculi for quantitative behavior
For modern software systems - besides functional correctness - properties concerning quantitative
aspects including real-time and quality of services constraints but also probabilistic computation
are of utmost importance. It is therefore one of the most important aim of the CoRE project to
extend the existing framework of regular expressions further so to include quantitative systems
such as timed automata [3], weighted automata [56], and several probabilistic systems [9]. The
main challenge here will be on how to extend successfully the coinductive techniques previously
developed for "qualitative" regular expressions to the setting of quantitative models.
The approach to be taken will have to be sensibly dierent from the one for "qualitative" regu-
lar expressions, as witness by Sch utzenberger's proof for the famous equivalence between weighted
automata and regular weighted expressions [56] and the absence, as of today, of a complete equa-
tional description for them. The main technical challenge is due to the fact that the behaviour of
quantitative systems is inherently non-idempotent. As an example consider a probabilistic system
that either evolve with probability 1=2 to a process P or evolve with the same probability into
a process Q. When the process P and Q are observably equivalent, the system should evolve
with probability 1 to the process P rather than 1=2. The dropping of idempotency is problematic
because it played a crucial role in Brzozowski derivative [17] and in similar results [14, 37, 15] to
ensure that expressions denote nite state behaviours.
We envisage a systematic solution by considering coalgebras that allows the "transitions" of a
quantitative systems to take values in a monoid structure of quantitative values, so to "absorb" the
non-termination problem caused by the absence of idempotency. In this context we are particularly
interested on automata on guarded strings [30], also known as automata with tests. They are a
generalization of ordinary nite-state automata with transition taking values in a Boolean algebra
of tests [36], and are automata for Kleene algebra with tests [37] (see goal G3 below).
4G2: Study of the axiomatizations
Regular expressions provide a concise and simple syntax to precisely describe nite state behav-
iors. The coalgebraic description of the dynamics of regular expressions in terms of Brzozowski
derivative makes regular expressions a natural computational language with inherent support for
non-determinism and recursion.
However, the ever changing world of computing impose the study of new syntactic and com-
putational paradigms. Often, these new features can be described in some forms of structural
operational semantics [48]. It is therefore desirable to enlarge the coalgebraic framework of regu-
lar expressions to a so-called bialgebraic one [58], by including algebras for expressing the terms of
novel language syntax together with suitable distributive laws connecting the algebraic structure
of the syntax with the coalgebraic structure of their behavior. Interestingly enough, for the case of
deterministic automata, ordinary regular expressions have a bialgebraic structure themselves [29].
Because nite state behavior is completely described by the equational characterization of
regular expressions, the bialgebraic approach will yield a general mechanism for obtaining com-
positional translations between new syntactic constructs and the language of regular expressions,
together with equations between terms. The ultimate practical aim here is the development of
a general theory of coinductive calculi for nite state processes, easy-to-use but expressive and
equationally complete based on structural operational semantics.
A similar approach has already been taken in process algebra: to obtain a complete axioma-
tization of bisimulation equivalence for GSOS systems, it is necessary to nd laws on top of the
equations describing nite state behavior so to reduce completeness of the full language to proving
equality for regular processes [1, 2, 7].
In the CoRE project we plan to apply the resulting theory for deriving equational characteri-
zations of specications of Mealy machines in both 2-adic and modulo-2 arithmetic, bridging the
gap between dierent approaches on the synthesis of Mealy machines [24, 14].
G3: Development and application of ecient coinductive techniques
One of the goals of the CoRE project is the study of ecient coinductive techniques for the
specication and reasoning about dynamical systems. A system can be expressed as a coalgebra,
and its desired observable behaviour can be expressed as a regular expression. The correctness of
the system can then be veried by proving that these two formalism are observably equivalent. To
this end, what is needed are ecient algorithms for the calculation of the dynamics of a regular
expressions. Already for ordinary regular expressions, a naive implementation of the associated
deterministic nite automata can be exponential, even if most of the automata operations are
polynomial. Very ecient algorithms exists to compositionally derive a nite automaton from
ordinary regular expressions, based on follow automata, equation automata, and right-invariant
reductions [10, 4, 18, 27]. More concretely, in the CoRE project we will extend these algorithms
to produce ecient combination of algebraic and coalgebraic techniques for Mealy machines and
for automata for Kleene algebra with tests.
Mealy machines [42, 5] and sequential transducers [23] are nite representations of computation
on innite data structures. They are the generalization of deterministic automata, by adding
output, and allowing for a stream of input leading to a potentially innite execution. As such,
they capture the essence of input/output and provide a simple model of interactive systems.
Furthermore, Rutten's stream calculus [52] lays the basis for the relationship between Mealy
machine the specication of hardware circuits.
Akin to nite automata, the CoRE project will consider nite Mealy machines, i.e. those with
nite number of states so that various temporal and behavioral properties of the system that they
characterize can be captured and veried not only using nite resources but also eciently. In
the same vein, among nite Mealy machines, we are interested in minimal ones, i.e. those with
minimal number of states [40]. Regular expressions, to be precise their algebras, helps in this
minimization process [14].
Building on this, we plan to study the relationship between regular expressions and Mealy
5machines and various related transducers such as Moore and B uchi automata [57]. This will be
part of a more general investigation on how the algebraic machinery of regular expressions can
help us in model checking various temporal properties.
Kleene algebra with tests (KAT) is an equational system for program verication that com-
bines the algebra of ordinary regular expressions with Boolean algebra [34]. It can model basic
programming and verication constructs such as conditional tests, while loops, synchronous par-
allelism and and Hoare triples, thus providing a relatively simple equational approach to program
equivalence and partial correctness [35].
Automata for Kleene algebra with tests resemble data ow diagrams, as used in static analysis.
The challenge here is the development of an ecient coalgebraic framework in which Hoare triples
can be expressed in a compact and readable way. Validity of a partial correctness triple fPgCfQg
amount to checking if the automata for the expression PC  Q is equivalent to the automata for ;.
Because of the connection with data ow diagrams, the proposed coalgebraic framework for KAT
expressions may guide the development of novel static and runtime analysis techniques based on
coalgebras, including symbolic execution, monitoring and testing.
G4: Development of tool support
An immediate advantage of having a coinductive calculus is that we can use coinduction proof
principle for proving various bisimulation and simulation properties. For simple type of systems
it is known how to automatize such coinduction proof techniques. This is culminated in theorem
provers with support for coinductive reasoning such as Coq [20], Circ [38, 39], CoCasl [25], and
HOL [47]. However applicability and exibility of such automation tools to the treatment of
more complicated type of systems, such as probabilistic or stochastic systems has left much to
be desired [43]. In the CoRE project we will combine coinductive theorem proving with regular
expressions in two steps:
1. apply theorem provers such as Coq and Circ to implement the regular expression framework.
This means that we use these theorem prover as a "logical framework" capable of meta-
programming. We implement the generic data type for functors and regular expressions and
the algorithms for regular expression synthesis and automata minimization.
2. strengthen the theorem provers, by implementing the coinductive proof techniques based
on the algebra of regular expressions. This is a bialgebraic procedure and can be done
in combination with induction automation techniques which are present in these theorem
provers.
Note that (1) is about implementing the algorithms for calculation of the structures to be developed
in G3, while (2) is about implementing the proof techniques obtained from G1 and G2.
Related Research Elsewhere
Our approach is sensibly dierent from previous works on regular expressions because it take
place in the unied framework given by the theory of universal coalgebras. There is in fact a vast
literature about generalization of regular expressions for dierent types of automata. Examples
include regular processes for labelled transition systems [41], weighted-regular expressions [56], and
regular processes for simple probabilistic systems [21, 22]. In many of these works an analogue
of Kleenes theorem is proved but only for some of them an equational axiomatization is given
with the property that two expressions are provably equivalent if and only if they are observably
equivalent. It is our intention in this project to take a natural abstraction step, namely, to study
regular expressions from a coalgebraic perspective.
The coalgebraic perspective on automata theory has lead to the development and study of
modal languages for the specication of properties of coalgebras. This line of research has been
actively pursued and studied in the last few years by various authors [45, 8, 28, 46, 55, 12, 59, 13].
Although regular expressions are strictly less expressive than modal languages with xed points,
6they come equipped with a complete equational axiomatization and with a powerful synthesis
procedure that makes possible to generate proofs purely mechanically.
Most of the approaches for coinductive proofs in theorem prover are interactive: either they
need human intervention for choosing a right bisimulation or to prove intermediate steps [47, 20].
In contrast Circ [38] is based on the principle of circular coinduction that iteratively constructs a
bisimulation and also discovers all lemmas needed by the proof. Just as for regular expressions,
the construction of bisimulation is based on the notion of behavioral derivatives. Unfortunately,
the termination of the Circ procedure cannot be guaranteed in general [38]. The foundational
study of the CoRE project about coinductive calculi of regular expressions will provide natural
syntactical constructs and ecient algorithms which will guarantee the termination of a purely
mechanical proof.
Embedding in Ongoing Research
LIACS, the Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science, is one of the research institutes of
the Faculty of Science of Leiden University. Especially relevant to this project is the theoretical
and applied research on coalgebra and concurrency of the Foundation of Software Engineering
(FaST) group. The FaST research group { headed by Prof. dr. J.N. Kok and Prof. dr. F. Arbab
{ has developed over the last few years into a recognized center of excellence in formal methods
for distributed, object-oriented, and component-based systems. A large part of the theoretical
activities in FaST relate to coalgebra and automata theory.
The research group SEN3 at CWI { headed by Prof.dr. F. de Boer, and with Prof.dr. F. Arbab
and Prof.dr. J. Rutten as further senior members { combines work on formal methods for service
oriented software engineering with proof theory and foundations of computation. Coalgebra has
here been a central topic since the early nineties, and has gained worldwide recognition as a guiding
inuence in this eld. The work proposed in the present project is at the heart of the expertise of
SEN3.
There are close ties between the FaST group at LIACS and SEN3 at CWI. Prof. Arbab and
Prof. De Boer hold parttime chairs in Leiden, and Dr. Bonsangue is aliated with CWI for part
of his time. Many joint publications, including some that are crucial for the present proposal, bear
witness to the excellent and successful prior cooperation between the two groups.
Collaboration exists between the FaST group, SEN3 and the groups of Prof. Rosu, and Prof.
Lucanu in the framework of the national romanian project CIRC, on Automated Verication
Using Circularities. Dr. Bonsangue and Prof. Rutten cooperate Prof. Kozen because of the
shared research interest on the Kleene algebras with tests.
The members of the team are conducting substantial research in the elds of Kleene algebra
and coalgebras, as witnessed by their publications in several outstanding international conferences
in theoretical computer science.
6b. Application Perspective
To disseminate the knowledge generated by the CoRE project, members of the project will main-
tain their track record of publishing in the best scientic journals and the proceedings of major
international conferences in the areas of logic and foundations of computer science. Theoretical
results and case study outcomes will be consolidated into two Ph.D. theses. Furthermore, the
main software tools developed in this project will be made available through a web page for public
dissemination and exploitation.
The results of the CoRE project will also be exploited in teaching activities at the LIACS
and RU. The unifying view of the coinductive calculi of regular expression may be introduced in
advanced course on automata theory, while the tool developed can already be used to experiment
with regular expressions interactively in basic graduate courses on foundations of computing.
77. Project Planning
The CoRE project will be carried out at LIACS and CWI. We identify the following major tasks
in this project.
Task Description
A Literature study about regular expressions, automata, and universal coalgebra.
B Extension of regular expressions with quantitative information, and study of
the associated Kleene's theorem and equational characterization.
C Extension of the syntax of regular expressions so to include user dened oper-
ators.
D Development of ecient algorithms for regular expression checking and match-
ing.
E Application of results in Tasks B and D for program verication using KAT.
F Application of results in Task C and D for reasoning about streams.
G Development of tool support for KAT.
H Development of tool support for Mealy Machines.
K Writing of PhD thesis.
Tasks A, D, and K, will be carried out by both PhD students. Besides these three tasks, the
LIACS/CWI Ph.D. student will mainly concentrate on tasks B, E, and G, whereas tasks C, F,
and H will be carried out by the RU/CWI PhD student. However, tasks G and H will require
close collaboration of the two PhD students, A great deal of the implementation work should be
common as it ought to be based on the common ground of regular expressions. Tasks C, D E,
and F are the core of the project, and in addition to the direct involvement of the senior sta at
LIACS, CWI and RU, the interaction among the two PhD students with Prof Kozen, Prof. Rosu,
and Prof Lucanu will be crucial here. Task K consists of the PhD students nalizing the results
of the project and writing their theses.
The project activity chart below summarizes the duration and the schedule of each task.
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The PhD students will follow the educational programs of the research schools Institute for Pro-
gramming research and Algorithmics (IPA) and Advanced School for Computing and Imaging
(ASCI),in which the research team participates. Both PhD students will be actively involved in col-
laboration with other members of the SEN3 group at CWI. In fact, they will participate to the regu-
lar meetings of the Amsterdam Coordination Group (see http://www.cwi.nl/htbin/acg/ACG.php4).
The interaction with the international members of the partners will be organized via working
visits. Both PhD students will spend a working visit to Prof. Kozen and Prof. Rosu in the United
States, and one or more to Prof. Lucanu, in Romania. In turn, Prof. Kozen, Prof. Rosu and
Prof. Lucanu will be invited for working visit at CWI, LIACS or RU.
8. Expected Use of Instrumentation
No additional funding of instrumentation is needed beyond the facilities provided by the involved
research teams.
89. Literature
The 5 key references related to the CoRE project are [49], [14], [43], [15], and [16], .
10. Requested Budget
Description Amount
PhD Student 1 (incl. benchfee)  195.424
PhD Student 2 (incl. benchfee)  195.424
Additional travelling budget  6.000
Total requested funding  396.848
The requested budget provides funding for two PhD position according to the standard Dutch
regulations, and some additional travel money to partially nance the travel and accommodation
costs of Prof. Kozen, Prof. Rosu and Prof. Lucanu during their working visit in The Netherlands
in the context of the CoRE project. No additional funding is required for hardware or software.
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